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Arbib, M.A. and J.-S. Liaw 
Sensorimotor transformations in the worlds of frogs and robots 
Badler, N., see Webber, B. 
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Book Review of From Animals to Animats: Proceedings of the 
First International Conference on Simulation of Adaptive Behavior 
(Jean-Arcady Meyer and Stewart W. Wilson, eds.) 
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The stabilization of environments 
Hayes-Roth, B. 
An architecture for adaptive intelligent systems 
Hendler, J. 
Book Review of Planning and Control (Thomas Dean and Michael 
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Hendriks, A.J., see Lyons, D.M. 
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Analysis of adaptation and environment 
Kaelbling, L.P., see Basye, K. 
Kaelbling, LX, see Rosenschein, S.J. 
Kirsh, D. 
The intelligent use of space 
Lesperance, Y. and H.J. Levesque 
Indexical knowledge and robot action-a logical account 
Levesque, H.J., see Lespbance, Y. 
Levison, L., see Webber, B. 
Liaw, J.-S., see Arbib, M.A. 
Lin, L.-J., see Whitehead, S.D. 
Lyons, D.M. and A.J. Hendriks 
Exploiting patterns of interaction to achieve reactive behavior 
Lyons, D.M. 
Book Review of Vision, Instruction, and Action (David Chapman) 
Moore, M., see Webber, B. 
Prokopowicz, P., see Brand, M. 
Rosenschein, S.J. and L.P. Kaelbling 
A situated view of representation and control 
Schoppers, M. 
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Singh, S.P., see Barto, A.G. 
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tiJcia1 Life II (Christopher G. Langton, Charles Taylor, J. Doyne 
Farmer and Steen Rasmussen, eds.) and ArtiJicial Life II: Video 
Proceedings (Christopher G. Langton, ed.) 
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